
7th Grade

Pre-AP English-Latimer

ELA SpringBoard Curriculum Map
Duration: 11 Days

Unit Overview Essential Question Academic Vocabulary AP College Readiness
This unit introduces the yearlong focus on
“choices,” using a variety of genres to
investigate this thematic concept.  You will
examine texts that present characters who,
for personal or cultural reasons, have made
choices about the way they live their lives.
You will analyze fiction and nonfiction texts
and create and present original works that
express your own connections to the texts in
relationship to the choices you face.

1. How do authors use

narrative elements to

create a story?

2. Why is storytelling an

important aspect of a

culture or society?

Characterization
Folklore
Personal Narrative
Plot

● Exposition

● Rising Action

● Climax

● Falling Action

● Resolution

Sensory Details
Symbolism
Theme

● Literary analysis and

application of literary

elements to the study of

literature

● Close textual analysis for

literary elements and creative

application of new knowledge

● Reading widely from fiction

and nonfiction texts

● Experience in creating

reflective writing

9 Weeks
Date: 8/17-9/1

SpringBoard Activities: Content Focus
(Learning Objective)
Students will:

Focus Standard
TEKS / ELPS and
Figure 19:

Accommodations and
Modifications:

Week 1
August 17-18

Procedures, Journals, Writing Folders,

Portfolios, getting to know you

activity

● set up journals, writing folders,

and portfolios

● turn in summer anecdotal notes

● getting to know the virtual

classroom (online only )

● Flip Grid

TEKS
1A
NO
CORRESPONDIN
G ELPS

Flip grid
Virtual classroom
scavenger hunt

Questionnaire
TARP challenge
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August 17-18 Procedures, Journals, Writing Folders,

Portfolios finish then explain lit circles

and choose roles

● do entry activity for  “Do you

Theme me now”

● https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=GTr1XaTqHD4

● https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=rIuKNVny9cM

● First 5 minutes only

Youtube video “ How to find a

theme” by Mister Sato

● Discuss theme and what a good

theme would look like

● Take notes and go over note

taking and journal procedures

● Explain lit circles and why they

are important

● Quiz over theme

o Explain the

importance of

knowing what a

theme is in a piece

of writing and why

textual support is

key

ELPS
2I/
3E/3G//4J/4K/

TEKS
10A/7A/7B/1D

August 19
lit circles introduction ● discuss lit circles for today

“Visualizer”

● research their piece of lit circle

assignment

● Share with lit group and then

with the class

TEKS
10A/7A/7B/1D

ELPS
2I/
3E/3G//4J/4K/

ALSO DOING
HOLDSWORTH ACTIVITY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTr1XaTqHD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTr1XaTqHD4
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Week 2
August 22

lit circle assignment ● discuss lit circles for today

“Connector”

● research their piece of lit circle

assignment

● Share with lit group and then

with the class

TEKS
10A/7A/7B/1D

ELPS
2I/
3E/3G//4J/4K/

ALSO DOING
HOLDSWORTH ACTIVITY

August 23
Conduct lit circle meeting ● discuss lit circles for today

“Synthesizer”

● research their piece of lit

circle assignment

● Share with lit group and

then with the class

● Quiz over theme again

o What new learning

can you now add to

your theme notes

after participating

in lit circles for the

past three days?

TEKS
10A/7A/7B/1D
ELPS
2I/
3E/3G//4J/4K/

ALSO DOING
HOLDSWORTH ACTIVITY

August 24
Choose from 8 possible projects to

present novels and take a pretest

over Expository text structures

● Choose one: to further

investigate summer reading (see

file folder)

● Brainstorm what supplies are

need to complete their project

and bring for tomorrow

● Remind we will be in Maker lab

for tomorrow

TEKS
7A/7B/1D

ELPS
2I/
3E/3G//4J/4K/
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Week 3
August 25-30

Investigate and research project for

summer reading assignment.

Soft Maker Lab

● Create summer reading

assignment project

● Work on over weekend

TEKS
7A/7B/1D

ELPS
2I/
3E/3G//4J/4K/

SpringBoard Activities: Content Focus
(Learning Objective)
Students will:

Focus Standard
TEKS/ ELPS  and Figure 19:

Accommodations and
Modifications:

August 31-
September 1

begin essay test

Essay test on summer reading

assignment

District reading test

● Learn how to attack and

opened ended response

question on theme.

● Take a OER test on their

summer reading

assignment

TEKS
10A-E

ELPS
5F/5D
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●

ELA SpringBoard Curriculum Map
Duration: 34 Days

Level 2, Unit 1: The Choices We Make

Unit Overview Essential Question Academic Vocabulary AP College Readiness
This unit introduces the yearlong focus
on “choices,” using a variety of genres to
investigate this thematic concept.  You
will examine texts that present
characters who, for personal or cultural
reasons, have made choices about the
way they live their lives.  You will analyze
fiction and nonfiction texts and create
and present original works that express
your own connections to the texts in
relationship to the choices you face.

3. How do authors use

narrative elements to

create a story?

4. Why is storytelling an

important aspect of a

culture or society?

Characterization
Folklore
Personal Narrative
Plot

● Exposition

● Rising Action

● Climax

● Falling Action

● Resolution

Sensory Details
Symbolism
Theme

● Literary analysis and application

of literary elements to the study

of literature

● Close textual analysis for literary

elements and creative

application of new knowledge

● Reading widely from fiction and

nonfiction texts

● Experience in creating reflective

writing

Date:
9/2-10/27

SpringBoard Activities: Content Focus
(Learning Objective)
Students will:

Focus Standard
TEKS and Figure 19:

Accommodations and
Modifications:
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Week 4
9/2-6

DISTRICT WRITING PROMPT

And Imagine learning test

Complete an expository essay

for data purposes

BOY Assessment

● Analyze and interpret

grade level and beyond

text to form a baseline for

instruction

TEKS
5/6/7/8/9

No corresponding ELPs

See google drive

Choices for essay

1. What do you

hope to

accomplish

during the rest

of middle

school?

2. What special

attributes do

you have that

make you

unique?

3. What do you

want to do

with your one

and precious

life? - Mary

Oliver

9/7 Learning Focus: Choices

1.1 Previewing the Unit

Duration: ½ class period

● complete entry activity of

Ted ed “ Who am I”

● analyze the skills and

knowledge necessary for

success in this unit

● activate prior knowledge

and preview the unit’s

TEKS
1A/2A/6DE

ELPS
4C/4J/4K/4H

GT differentiation

project
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essential questions and

academic vocabulary

9/8 1.2 Exploring the Concept of

Choice

Duration: 1 class period

Quicklist

● explore the concept of

family choices

● connect personal ideas

about choice to the ideas

of others

● Give life as a reader

homework or flipgrid “

Who am I” poem  9/30

TEKS
7ABCD 11a/5EFGH

ELPS
4C/3E/5F

Who am I work

9/9
1.3 Choices Have

Consequences

Poetry: “The Road Not Taken,”

by Robert Frost and Choices

paired poetry

Duration: 1 class period

● interpret a poem

about choices with

two poets

● develop vocabulary

through diffusing

● understand that

choices have

consequences

TEKS
5G/7A/9DF

ELPS
4K/4J

Rest of time they can
do catch up or work on
who am I work

WEEK 5
9/12

1.4 Exploring Personal

Narrative

“ The Scholarship Jacket” by

Marta Salinas

● understand the key

components of an

effective narrative

TEKS
5BI/6DE/9B

ELPS
3G/5F/5D
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Duration: 2 class periods ● apply narrative

elements to

storytelling

● draft ideas about

personal incidents

involving choices

9/13-14 1.5 Analyzing Language

Novel Excerpt: from Bad Boy,

by Walter Dean Myers

Duration: 2 class periods

● understand

characterization through

language

● recognize the relationship

between choice and

character

● Turn in “ who am I”

work”

TEKS
5FG/7B
ELPS
4K/4J

WHO AM I DUE

9/15 1.6 Choosing a Topic for a

Timed  Writing

Duration: 1 class period

● plan writing in a timed

situation

● draft a personal

narrative

●

TEKS
1AD/10A

ELPS
4C/5E/5G/5F/5D/1H

TAG take notes on
digital storytelling

Post videos to look at
for TAG

Start game board
9/16 1.7 Revising the Beginning

Duration: 1 class period

Move one to 1.8 if done

● recognize different

types of openings by

published authors

● write engaging

openings using

different techniques

TEKS
6B/9B/10CD

ELPS
4C/5F/5E/5G

Show videos from last
year

Week 6
9/19

1.8 Revising the Middle ● learn techniques for

revising the middle of

a narrative

TEKS
10CDviii/9D/5D

Show videos from last
year
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Duration: 1-2 class periods ● revise to add sensory

images and details

● revise to show

characters’ thoughts

and feelings

ELPS
4C/5F/5E/5G

NEED PICTURES

9/20
1.9 Revising the Ending

Duration: 1 class period

● understand the

importance of a good

ending

● revise the ending of a

narrative

●

TEKS
10BiC/9B

ELPS
4C/5F/5E/5G

Show step/step and
videos from last year

9/21
Begin working on their digital

story and do entry activity for

PBL s

GT will do the digital narrative

and Pre-AP will do a paper on

where they have come from

( see PBL for detailed plans)

● Show examples of digital

stories in TAG

● Show know and don't

know letters

● Show rubrics for each

assignment

● Complete know and Don't

know in journals

TEKS
10A/10Bi/10C/10D/10E/11A

ELPS
4C/5F/5E/5G

GT differentiation
project

Do the round robin
story before starting
(we did at the end of
the year ) see elar dept
meeting for directions

Week 7
9/22-27

Embedded Assessment 1:

Digital Personal Narrative (GT)

Digital Narrative on a choice

(Pre-AP)

Duration: 4 days

● revise a previously written

personal narrative

● utilize revision techniques

● write a reflection on

changes

TEKS
10A/10Bi/10C/10D/10E/11A

ELPS
4C/5F/5E/5G

GT digital story
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● Finish for homework due

on monday to google

classroom

9/28 Learning Focus: Writing Original

Stories

Skip 1.10 and just do intro to

PBL

Duration: 1 ½ class periods

● understand the

characteristics and types

of stories in folk literature

● Introduce Imaginative

story PBL  what I know/

don’t know

● Show examples of myths

to garner interest

o Ted ed on

Heroes

o Antiheroes

o A host of

Heroes

TEKS
5FG

ELPS
4K/4C

Rest of time can be
used to do make up
work or homework

Homework for
the week of
9/26

Introduction to Mythology

Duration: 1 week homework

● understand the

influence of

mythology

● recognize connections

between myths of

various cultures

● Pick a god or goddess

and create a wanted

poster

● Due 10/24

TEK
7A

ELPS
4K

BL
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9/29-30 1.11 Structural Elements of

a Narrative Plot

Myth: “Daedalus and Icarus,” by

Geraldine McCaughrean

Duration: 2 class periods

● make personal

connections to myths

● understand the

structural elements of

plot

● recognize theme in a

literary work

● Flocabulary on short

story elements

TEKS
7ABCD

ELPS
4J/4K

In google drive using

the old version and

using journals

BLENDED LEARNING

DAY

Week 8
10/3-4

1.12 Poor Choices

Myth: “Phaethon,” by Bernard

Evslin

Duration: 2 class periods

● engage in close

reading about choices

and consequences

● provide textual

evidence for

statements about

characterization

TEKS
7ABCD

ELPS
4K/4J/5F/5G

10/5 -1.13 A Matter of Pride

Myth: Arachne by Olivia E.

Coolidge

Duration : 1 class periods

● engage in close

reading about choices

and consequences

● provide textual

evidence for

statements about

characterization

TEKS
7ABCD

ELPS
4K/4J/5F/5G
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10/6
GT DAY 1

1.14 Symbols

Duration: ¾ class period

● understand symbols and

their function in literary

works

● apply knowledge of

symbols in an illustration

TEKS
7ABCD

ELPS
5G/4J

Week 9
10/7-11

LITERARY DEVICES

BREAKOUT ROOM

2 DAYS

● connect literary elements

● In Person is “All summer in

a day”

● Virtual is “ The Landlady”

TEKS
7ABCD

ELPS
4K/5B/5F/5D/5G

Escape rooms
All summer in a day
Landlady

10/12-13
GT DAY 2/3
HOLDSWORTH

1.15 Creation Stories

Myth: “Myths from around the

world”

Duration: 2 periods

● recognize how myths

explain origins of natural

elements

● use visualization to

promote comprehension

TEKS
7ABCD

ELPS
4J/4K
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Week 1
10/14-21
HOLDSWORTH
14th

Embedded Assessment 2:

Creating an Illustrated Myth

Duration:  4 class periods

● create an original myth

that explains a natural

phenomenon and teaches

a lesson or moral use

Bancroft book to write

final draft

● provide illustrations that

complement the myth

● take the myth through all

the stages of the writing

process

● Finish over the weekend

TEKS
1D/8A/10A-E/11A

ELPS
5B/5F/5D

GT will write a myth
over a current event

Pre-AP will write a
myth based on a
natural phenomenon

Screen castifies on
canva ebook and how
to turn in

Week 2
10/24-27

Prop building

4 class periods

*****

● We will do a maker project

in the lab based on our

myth

● We will make a prototype

on the 6th/7th and shape

the clay on the 8th

● In order to participate you

must have a myth turned

in  if not must do escape

room in its place

TEKS
7ABD/8A

ELPS
4J/4K

*** Possible switch
days around to make a
book instead of a prop
****

SKIP SpringBoard Online Unit One

Assessment 1B

Duration: 1 class period

● assess knowledge of

vocabulary in context

TEKS
7ABCD

ELPS
4J/4K

Assessment and Performance Opportunities Additional Resources Teacher Reflection
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SpringBoard Grammar and Usage Handbook
SpringBoard Literature Circles: Independent Reading

ELAR Curriculum Map
Duration: 15 Days

Unit Expository Writing: cause and effect

Unit Overview Essential Question Academic Vocabulary AP College Readiness

This unit will introduce the students to
the concept of cause and effect in the
world  and STEM topics

How do authors use
structure to convey
meaning?

What do readers do to
clarify their
understanding of text?

What strategies do
readers use to interpret
information in procedural
and expository texts?

How can you
communicate a message
effectively?

How do authors
effectively communicate
ideas and information to
an audience?

Text Structures
heading
titles
subtitles

● Literary analysis and application
of literary elements to the study
of literature

● Close textual analysis for literary
elements and creative
application of new knowledge

● Reading widely nonfiction texts
● Experience in creating reflective

writing
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How do authors decide
how to present their
information based on
purpose, audience, and
context?

Dates of Unit
10/28-11/14

Activities: Content Focus
(Learning Objective)
Students will:

Focus Standard
TEKS /ELPS and Figure 19:

Accommodations and
Modifications:

GIVE UNIT 1
TEST FROM
DISTRICT

● 4.

10/28
Entry event on “ Ethical
Smethical: Why is what I eat
important?”
Explain rubrics used for grading

● do entry activity for “

Ethical smethical: Why is
what I eat important?”
and the
Tag
teacher tube video on
zombie’s

● Discuss projects choices
with Jamboard and have
kids do a padlet with
choices and ideas

TEKS
6D/11B

ELPS
4J/4K

VIdeos

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=4z7gDsSK
UmU ( kid president)

Verify: Living in …

https://hungerandheal
th.feedingamerica.org/
understand-food-insec
urity/

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=ilNcUpOB
4nQ  (TAG ONLY)

Jamboards

Jamboard #2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPG3jG7UlHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4z7gDsSKUmU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4z7gDsSKUmU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4z7gDsSKUmU
https://hungerandhealth.feedingamerica.org/understand-food-insecurity/
https://hungerandhealth.feedingamerica.org/understand-food-insecurity/
https://hungerandhealth.feedingamerica.org/understand-food-insecurity/
https://hungerandhealth.feedingamerica.org/understand-food-insecurity/
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1MRCTkcEMcBddB42NwVXtkzUpfASaQ5uCZ2f4vWd-rjs/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1hgqY1W7I4OUMj4vSEwcOFR3ytxf8FHJ0mswZbnQlt1M/viewer?f=0
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Jamboard #3

o

https://padlet.com/ml

atimer4/dr9e07pl8dub

42l6

Week 3
10/31

Mentor text cut up activity and
notes on text structures

● Youtube video “
Flocabulary expository
writing”

● Students will analyze how
an expository text
structure differs from a
narrative one.

● Flipgrid on text features

TEKS
6D/11B

ELPS
4J/4K/4D/2F/4I/5F/5C/5E/4C

Edpuzzle
Flocabulary
flipgrid

11/1

***Interim
assessment #1
sometime soon
11/1-11/10

Mentor text nearpod activities
for text structures, citing work
and how to research effectively
Quiz over text structures

● Complete nearpods
● Watch research video

TEKS
6D/11B

ELPS
4J/4K/5F/5C/5E
/4C

Research Match

How to Do Research

Nearpod works cited

11/2 Research day 1 what I know /
what I need to know

● Analyze and infer what the
author's purpose is and
draw conclusions by

TEKS
1A/6D/11B

https://www.canva.co
m/

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1jrRTKgQ__vfq0iMkuosiMAl-k-vBcz6fvD6ppls7jIo/viewer?ts=62d953fc
https://padlet.com/mlatimer4/dr9e07pl8dub42l6
https://padlet.com/mlatimer4/dr9e07pl8dub42l6
https://padlet.com/mlatimer4/dr9e07pl8dub42l6
https://padlet.com/mlatimer4/dr9e07pl8dub42l6
https://edpuzzle.com/media/59922ac1cd2a642444ede257
https://www.flocabulary.com/unit/text-features/
https://app.nearpod.com/?pin=ux5ab
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sigJwoeU6OI
https://app.nearpod.com/?pin=NIMAZ
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.canva.com/
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researching factual claims
on food chains and 10
percent rule

● Show Pre-AP and tag
canva.com and set up
accounts

● then show examples of
infographics and ebooks

● TAG give them the
template for their book
project

ELPS
2D/3E/5F/5C/5E/ ● https://app.ne

arpod.com/?pi
n=NIMAZ

● https://newsel
a.com/read/na
tgeo-energy-tr
ansfer-10-per
cent-rule/id/20
00003195/

Screen castifies on
how to login and get
an account

tutorial pre ap

TAG

11/3
● Analyze and infer what the

author's purpose is and
draw conclusions by
researching factual claims
on school beautification

TEKS
1A/6D/11B

ELPS
2D/3E/5F/5C/5E/

11/4
Research day 3 and begin
completing my infographic or
book

● Analyze and infer what the
author's purpose is and
draw conclusions by
researching factual claims
on school beautification

TEKS
1A/6D/11B

ELPS
2D/3E/5F/5C/5E/

Week 4
11/7

Continue my prep work for my
presentation

● Analyze and infer what the
author's purpose is and
draw conclusions by
researching factual claims
on school beautification

TEKS
1A/1D/10D/2C

ELPS
2D/3E/5F/5C/5E/

https://app.nearpod.com/?pin=NIMAZ
https://app.nearpod.com/?pin=NIMAZ
https://app.nearpod.com/?pin=NIMAZ
https://newsela.com/read/natgeo-energy-transfer-10-percent-rule/id/2000003195/
https://newsela.com/read/natgeo-energy-transfer-10-percent-rule/id/2000003195/
https://newsela.com/read/natgeo-energy-transfer-10-percent-rule/id/2000003195/
https://newsela.com/read/natgeo-energy-transfer-10-percent-rule/id/2000003195/
https://newsela.com/read/natgeo-energy-transfer-10-percent-rule/id/2000003195/
https://newsela.com/read/natgeo-energy-transfer-10-percent-rule/id/2000003195/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-FryxJXTB6rVbERsxCYUYXiS2aS6WzDe/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1io4fVG1ErYvGEaces5RZVVj2v-zuzHqe/view
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11/8 Continue multimedia

presentation and sign up for
times to present

● Analyze and infer what the
author's purpose is and
draw conclusions by
researching factual claims
on school beautification

TEKS
1A/1D/10D/2C

ELPS
2D/3E/5F/5C/5E/

Screen castify on how
to turn in your
assignment

11/9-10 Complete presentations and
practice

● Analyze and infer what the
author's purpose is and
draw conclusions by
researching factual claims
on school beautification

●

TEKS
1A/1D/10D/2C

ELPS
2D/3E/5F/5C/5E/

● Presentation tips
and tricks

● https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
wp4ho9raVjA

Week 5
11/14

Presentations
● Listen and interpret the

speaker’s purpose

TEKS
1A/1D/10D/2C

ELPS
2D/3E/5F/5C/5E/

SKIP
Pretest over narratives from
district

● Complete a pretest to
check for TEKS that I need
to focus on in the next
unit.

TEKS
1A/1D/10D/2C

ELPS
2D/3E/5F/5C/5E/

Use district narrative
test

ELA SpringBoard Curriculum Map
Duration:  27 Days

Level 2, Unit 5: How We Choose to Act
Unit Overview Essential Question Academic Vocabulary AP College Readiness

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wp4ho9raVjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wp4ho9raVjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wp4ho9raVjA
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Every day, we choose how to act.  These
choices are sometimes conscious and
sometimes unconscious.  People make
choices of which they are proud, and people
choose to act in ways they later regret.  In
this unit, you will discover that almost every
action, attitude, or emotion you display
begins with a choice.  You will discover that
a performer makes choices about how to
act before an audience.  You will be
introduced to pantomime, inflection, role
playing, and other performance skills.  In
addition, you will learn to read and analyze
poetry and to portray yourself and
characters in individual and group
performances.

1. How does a speaker create

and present an effective

oral text?

2. How do literary devices

enhance a text?

Oral Interpretation
● inflection

● pitch

● volume

● tempo

● phrasing

Tone
Monologue
Narrative Poem
Poetic Devices

● metaphor

● simile

● imagery

● symbol

● stanza

● refrain

● rhythm

● foreshadowing

● onomatopoeia

● Engage in close reading of

literary texts and apply

literary analysis

● Make meaning of a wide

variety of texts of literary

merit

● Write in a variety of modes,

both creative and analytical

11/15-1/11 SpringBoard Activities: Content Focus
(Learning Objective)
Students will:

Focus Standard
TEKS/ ELPS  and Figure
19:

Accommodations and
Modifications:

Week 5
11/15

Learning Focus: Writing Narrative

Poetry/ Performing a Monologue

4.1 Preview the Unit

What is a Narrative Poem?

Monologue?

Duration: 1 class period

● access prior knowledge

and connect it to

narrative poems

● understand the elements

of a narrative poem

TEKS
4/ 5A

ELPS
4J/K/3E

Show “to this day”
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ltun92DfnPY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltun92DfnPY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltun92DfnPY
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11/16-17 4.5 Analyzing and Responding to

Narrative Poetry

Poetry: The Raven by Edgar Allen Poe

2 class periods

● access prior knowledge

and connect it to

narrative poems

● understand the elements

of a narrative poem

TEKS
5F/6CG/8B/9BDE

ELPS
4J/K/3E

● Show the raven by the

Simpsons

● https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=bLiXjaP

qSyY

11/18
4.6 Transforming a Traditional Tale
Poetry: “Little Red Riding Hood and
the Wolf,” by Roald Dahl
Duration: 1 class period
** Skip on your own part of the

lesson**

● access prior
knowledge and
connect it to narrative
poems

● understand the

elements of a

narrative poem

TEKS
8B/9BF

ELPS
4J/K/3E

Show

https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=Y3uVQI

hSYfY

WEEK 6
11/28

4.7 Choosing to Use Inflection with

Poetry

Poetry: Sound of silence by disturbed

Duration: 1 class period

● critically analyze a poem

● analyze a speaker’s use of

inflection to convey

thoughts and emotions

● present a dramatic text

convincing

● TPCAST chart needed

TEKS
8B/1C

ELPS
4J/4K

● show narrative poem

knock, knock

● https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=RTZrPV

qR0D8

Give for
Homework the
week of 11/28

4.2 Choosing to Apply an

Understanding of Inflection

● critically analyze a

poem/song using the

TP-CASTT strategy

TEKS
8B/9D

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLiXjaPqSyY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLiXjaPqSyY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLiXjaPqSyY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3uVQIhSYfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3uVQIhSYfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3uVQIhSYfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTZrPVqR0D8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTZrPVqR0D8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTZrPVqR0D8
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DUE 12/5 Poetry: “Stopping by Woods on a

Snowy Evening,” by Robert Frost

Poetry: “maggie and milly and molly

and may,” by E.E. Cummings

Poetry: “Haiku,” by Samuel Beckett

Poetry: “Mother to Son,” by Langston

Hughes

Poetry: “Homesteaders,” by

Rosemary Catacalos

● They can choose a current

poem or song or use one

of the ones from the

book.

ELPS
4J/4K/3E

11/29 4.9 Putting on a Mask

Poetry: We wear a mask by Paul

Laurence Dunbar

Duration: 1 class period

● elaborate on

knowledge of poetic

devices

● analyze a poem for

imagery

● create a poem using

imagery for a purpose

TEKS
5D/6E/9D/9EF

ELPS
4J/4K/3E/5F

Show digital story Pre-AP
● Gavin
● Catherine

TAG
Darius Simpson and Scout
Bostley “ Lost Voices”

11/30
4.13 Interpreting character in a

performance

Poetry: “Twelfth Night” by William

Shakespeare or “ She’s the man”

Duration: 1 class periods

● Analyze the

relationship between

character and plot

● Analyze how

playwrights develop

characters in drama

TEKS
6CH/7B/8C/1C

ELPS
4J/4K/4F/1E

● show narrative

poems knock,

knock

● Clip 1: 4:00-5:52

(soccer girls vs.

Boys)

● Clip 2: 12-13:24

(car 1st day)

● Clip 3: 34-35.22

(Malcolm)
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● Clip 4: 39.58-43.13

● Clip 5:

1.04-1.06.30 Jr

League restroom)

● Clip 6:

1.22-1.25.30 (

soccer game)

12/1 4.14 Stage Directions

Poetry: “Twelfth Night” by William

Shakespeare or“ She’s the man”

Duration: 1 class periods

● Analyze a dramatic scene

● Look at directions and

how it drives the plot and

characters

TEKS
8AC

ELPS
4J/4K/4F/1E

● Clip 1: 13.42-14.25

(walking into new

school)

● Clip 2: 42:00-44

(spider and girl

talk)

● Clip 3: 55:30-56:45

(soccer montage)

● Clip 4:

1:03-1:06.30 (Jr

League luncheon

and bathroom)

12/2

12/5 unit 2
post test from
district

12/16(early
release)

4.15 Exploring Theatrical Elements

Poetry: “Twelfth Night” by William

Shakespeare or “She’s the man”

Duration: 1 class periods

● Analyze the use of

theatrical elements in

various media forms

TEKS
5D/6C/7D/8C

ELPS
4J/4K/4F/1E

● Clip 1: 17:54-18:54

(camera angles 1st

day of soccer)

● Clip 2: 26.21-27.42

(camera dream

sequence)
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Get journal
done and work
days

******* SKIPPING rest of

the year for various PBL and

other stuff*

● Clip 3: 36-37.45

(music soccer

practice)

● Clip 4:

1:17-1:18.31 (big

game identity

crisis)

Week 9
¼-5

Poetry Breakout Room

Duration: 2 class periods

● diffuse a text to learn

vocabulary

● analyze a poem for

narrative elements and

poetic devices

● Reflection due on 12/9

OLD
2B/4

NEW
2B/8B

ELPS
4J/4K

Week 1
⅙-11

Embedded Assessment 2:

Creating a Narrative Poem or

blackout poem

Duration: 4 class periods

● write a narrative poem

recounting an event from

the texas revolution

● demonstrate knowledge

of narrative elements and

poetic devices

● DO entry event

● take the narrative poem

through all the stages of

the writing process

OLD
14A-D/15Bi-ii

NEW
10A-D/11A

ELPS
1E/3G/5F/5D

● Show wevideo
tutorial

● Give Pre-ap
checklist

● Show examples of
two person poems
from previous
students

TAG
BNVI3 Quarter Finals
Washington DC

Assessment and Performance Opportunities Additional Resources Teacher Reflection

SpringBoard Online Writing Workshop 5: Script Writing SpringBoard Grammar and Usage Handbook
SpringBoard Literature Circles: Independent Reading
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SpringBoard Online Writing Workshop 3: Poetry

SpringBoard Portfolio: Unit Reflection (skip)

SpringBoard Unit Five Assessment (skip)

ELA SpringBoard Curriculum Map
Duration: 25 ¼ Days

Level 2, Unit 2: What Influences My Choices?
Unit Overview Essential Question Academic Vocabulary AP College Readiness
There are many reasons why people choose
to do something, buy something, or think a
certain way.  In this unit, you will investigate
how persuasion influences people’s choices.
First, you will look at the art of persuasion in
nonprint texts, then move on to print texts.
By the end of the unit, you will become a
skilled reader and writer of persuasive texts
and be able to recognize the techniques
writers use to influence the choices you
make.

1. How do advertisers

attempt to influence

consumers?

2. How do purpose and

audience shape the

content in a persuasive

text?

Consumerism
Media
Advertising

● Weasel Words

● The Unfinished

Claim

● The Unique Claim

● The Rhetorical

Claim

Persuasive Techniques
Audience

● Engage in close reading of

nonfiction texts

● Annotate text for meaning

● Analyze rhetoric (the art of

using words to persuade)

● Identify audience and

purpose

● Create and support an

argument
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Purpose
Editorial

1/12-3/1 SpringBoard Activities: Content Focus
(Learning Objective)
Students will:

Focus Standard
TEKS/ ELPS and
Figure 19:

Accommodations and
Modifications:

Week 1
1/12

Learning Focus: Persuasive Advertising

2.1 Previewing the Unit

Duration: ½ class period

*give GT differentiation*

● analyze the skills and

knowledge necessary for

success in this unit

● activate prior knowledge

and preview the unit’s

essential questions and

academic vocabulary

● Introduce new PBL

● Show Videos

o The to Media’s

Hidden Cost

(Ben Beaton)

o Science of

Persuasion-Yout

ube

TEKS
1D/4/6D

ELP
4I

Journal topics; choice of
topic

Begin grammar
warmups and
homework and
HB4545 grammar
lessons

WEEK 2
1/13-17

2.2 What’s the Issue

Informational Text: “How Kids Can Resist

Advertising and Be Smart Consumers” by

Caroline Knorr

Duration: 2 class periods

● Read an informational text

closely and generate

questions before, during,

and after reading to deepen

understanding

TEKS
1ABCD/5B/6C

ELPS
4I/4J/4K/5B/5F/5D/5
G

LOADED WORDS FROM
REFEOS

Common sense media clip
“ How kids can resist
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● Engage in a meaningful

discussion with others

about a text.

advertising and be smart
consumers”
https://www.commonsens
emedia.org/blog/how-kids
-can-resist-advertising-and
-be-smart-consumers

1/18 2.3 Analyzing Informational Text

Informational Text: “Mobile Kids” from

Nielsen

Duration: 1 class period

● Recognize text features and

graphics in an informational

text and use them to better

comprehend ideas and

information

TEKS
8D/9BC/12ABC

ELPS
4J/4K/5F/5G

LOADED WORDS FROM
REFEOS

1/19-20 2.4 Persuasive Techniques and ad claims

How do they do it?

Duration: 2 class period

● recognize methods that

advertisers often use to

persuade

● analyze advertisements for

these techniques(pre-ap

only)
● Images of Native text

● apply the techniques to

different audiences

TEKS
8EF/9A/10B/11B

ELPS
4K/4J/4I

Journal topics; choice of
topic

LOADED WORDS FROM
REFEOS
Bandwagon
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=s__nHCNT8y8

avant garde
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=M-o7v-QyQsU

Testimonials
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=8ULR68LTmbw

facts and figures
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=hRYxTnl7wyI

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/how-kids-can-resist-advertising-and-be-smart-consumers
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/how-kids-can-resist-advertising-and-be-smart-consumers
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/how-kids-can-resist-advertising-and-be-smart-consumers
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/how-kids-can-resist-advertising-and-be-smart-consumers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s__nHCNT8y8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s__nHCNT8y8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-o7v-QyQsU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-o7v-QyQsU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ULR68LTmbw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ULR68LTmbw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRYxTnl7wyI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRYxTnl7wyI
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transfer
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=3t6bLugtJkQ

weasel words
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=1_yLDOWrBxc

unfinished claim
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ThIrw_LpuRA

unique claim
https://www.farmers.com
/hall-of-claims/

rhetorical claim
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=LW4jsfqx7fE&lis
t=PL3XFuCC7f2monu5Gp7
oDsjm5NfPEuQRLX

Week 3
1/23

2.5 Advertising for All

Duration: 1 class period

**rest of the time finish up journal and turn

in due at the end of class ***

● recognize the ways in which

advertisers use words to

persuade

● Analyze and discuss

advertising for commonly

used products and how it

affects consumers

● Analyze the claims and

techniques of the ad

● show science of persuasion

video (tag only)

OLD
TEKS
5E/9A

ELPS
4K/4J

LOADED WORDS FROM
REFEOS

Nearpod on ethos/
pathos/ logos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3t6bLugtJkQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3t6bLugtJkQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_yLDOWrBxc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_yLDOWrBxc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThIrw_LpuRA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThIrw_LpuRA
https://www.farmers.com/hall-of-claims/
https://www.farmers.com/hall-of-claims/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LW4jsfqx7fE&list=PL3XFuCC7f2monu5Gp7oDsjm5NfPEuQRLX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LW4jsfqx7fE&list=PL3XFuCC7f2monu5Gp7oDsjm5NfPEuQRLX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LW4jsfqx7fE&list=PL3XFuCC7f2monu5Gp7oDsjm5NfPEuQRLX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LW4jsfqx7fE&list=PL3XFuCC7f2monu5Gp7oDsjm5NfPEuQRLX
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● https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=Ab47Ji1o990

1/24-27 Embedded Assessment 1:

Analyzing an Advertisement and Creating a

New One

Duration: 3 periods + 1 presentation day

● select a print

advertisement and write an

analysis of the effects of

techniques, claims,

language, and images on

the intended audience

● create a new

advertisement for the same

product that is targeted to

a different audience

● write a reflection

explaining the relationship

between the content of the

ad and intended audience

using differences between

the two ads as support

TEKS
8E/9G/12H/10A-E

ELPS
5F/5G/5B/4I/4K/4J

Choice of topic; own
pacing

SEE GT CHECKLIST

Show Luna’s group and
make a print ad example
to add to the notes of
where everything belongs
in a print ad
Example text on one side
Logo on one side etc.

Nearpod of Logical
Fallacies (The art of
persuasion )

Week 4
1/30

1/31
MOY or
take a
day
earlier in
the
month

Learning Focus: Persuasive/ Argumentative

Writing and Debate

Duration: 1 class periods

● Do intro to persuasive PBL

● TAG

● THE 17 GOALS |

Department of Economic

and Social Affairs

● https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=HW76iOQ7qVQ

● https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=89tInECFdQ4

● https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=YY9nxG2ZQ7w

●

TEKS
10A/11D/11C/10D

ELPS
3G/5G/5F/5C

Journal topics; choice of
topic
Socratic Seminar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ab47Ji1o990
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ab47Ji1o990
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HW76iOQ7qVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HW76iOQ7qVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89tInECFdQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89tInECFdQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YY9nxG2ZQ7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YY9nxG2ZQ7w
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2/1-2 2.6 Evaluating Sources: How Credible Are

They?

Duration: 2 class periods

● Identify and gather relevant
information from a variety
of research sources

● Differentiate between
primary and secondary
resources

● Examine research sources
for reliability and credibility

TEKS
8F/12DEFHi

ELPS
4K/4J

LOADED WORDS FROM
REFEOS

2/3 2.7 Gathering Evidence from a film

Duration: 1 class period

● Analyze a film to establish

its purpose and assess its

credibility

● Identify and gather relevant

information about a film

● Engage in meaningful

discourse about the film

TEKS
1D/9A/12DHi

ELPS
4K/4J

LOADED WORDS FROM
REFEOS

THE MYTH OF
CHOICE: HOW
JUNK-FOOD
MARKETERS
TARGET OUR
KIDS
https://annalappe.com/po
rtfolio/the-myth-of-choice
-how-junk-food-marketers
-target-our-kids/

Week 5
2/6-7

***Interi
m
assessme
nt #2
coming
2/7-2/17

2.8 Gathering Evidence from a news

article

ration: 2 class periods

● Make connections between

different genres of evidence

TEKS
5EH/6B

ELPS
4J/4K

https://annalappe.com/portfolio/the-myth-of-choice-how-junk-food-marketers-target-our-kids/
https://annalappe.com/portfolio/the-myth-of-choice-how-junk-food-marketers-target-our-kids/
https://annalappe.com/portfolio/the-myth-of-choice-how-junk-food-marketers-target-our-kids/
https://annalappe.com/portfolio/the-myth-of-choice-how-junk-food-marketers-target-our-kids/
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2/8-9

HOLDSW
ORTH

2.12 What We Choose to Believe

Persuasive Essay: “America the

Not-So-Beautiful,” from Not That You

Asked, by Andrew Rooney

Duration 2 class periods

● examine an author’s

persuasive skills

● consider how a reader’s

mind can be changed by a

persuasive text

TEKS
8Ei and iii

ELPS
4K/3E

Week 6
2/10-14
HOLDSW
ORTH
ONLY
10TH

2.13 Exploring and Evaluating Reasons

and Evidence

Feature Article: “Another study highlights

the insanity of selling junk food in school

vending machines” by Karen Kaplan

Duration: 2 class periods

● Explain how evidence is

used to support and

author’s purpose and

message

● Identify an argumentative

claim

TEKS
8Ei-ii/ 9A/12BDHi

ELPS
5E/5F/5G/3E/4K/4J

2/15-16 2.14 Just the Right Rhetoric: Logical

Appeals

Speech: “Ain’t I a Woman” by Sojourner

Truth / Nobel Lecture by Malala Yousafzai

(online)

Duration: 2 class periods

● Analyze the effectiveness of

counterclaims and

alternatives to an author’s

argument

● Compare and contrast a

speech made in a different

media

TEKS
8Eii/9G/11C

ELPS
4J/4K/5F/5G/4G

Ain’t I a Woman” by
Sojourner Truth
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=Ry_i8w2rdQY
Nobel Lecture
https://www.nobelprize.or
g/prizes/peace/2014/yous
afzai/lecture/

WEEK 7
2/17-20

District
MOCK
STAAR
(2
DAYS??)

2.15 Differing Opinions: Acknowledging

Opposing Claims

Article: “Should we Live Life or Capture it?”

by Marcelo Gleiser/ “ The Joy of Instagram”

by Megan Garber

Duration: 2 class periods

● Analyze the logic in the

development of different

points of view and the

consideration of the

alternatives.

TEKS
8Ei

ELPS
5F/5G/3E

Journal topics; choice of
topic

2/23 2.16 To introduce and Conclude

Student Essay: “Screen Time”

● Recognize the structure of

argumentative text,

TEKS
8E/6E

Journal topics; choice of
topic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ry_i8w2rdQY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ry_i8w2rdQY
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/2014/yousafzai/lecture/
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/2014/yousafzai/lecture/
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/2014/yousafzai/lecture/
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Duration: 1 class period including an introductory

and concluding paragraph

ELPS
5F/4K/3E/5G/4J

WEEK 8

2/24-28
3/1
present

3/2-3/3
District
test or
TELPAS
use days
as
needed

Embedded Assessment 2:
Argumentative essay
Duration: 3 class periods

Pre-AP and TAG
Day 1-2 gather arguments/ evidence for
debate
Day 3: Practice
Day 4 Present

Homework: Flipgrid reflection or do on
3/7-8

● choose a UN sustainable

Goal

● analyze the arguments

● Put up flowchart for

students

● Put up guidelines on

presentation day

TEKS
10A-E/11C/12D

ELPS
3G/5G/5F/5C

GT Parlay on sustainable
goals

● Helpful tips

● Have badges for

goal choice

● Remind them to

stay on topic

● At the end do a 10

second roundtable

to sum up their

points and get any

other additional

points known

Socratic Seminar with
Ayala

Show these videos prior
to starting
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=LesGw274Kjo

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ZyIQkgixS_o

SpringBoard Online Unit Two Assessments

Duration: 3 class periods SKIP THIS YEAR

***can skip if I need the time ***

● assess knowledge of

vocabulary in context TEKS
2B/7BD

ELPS

Own pacing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LesGw274Kjo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LesGw274Kjo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyIQkgixS_o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyIQkgixS_o
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4J/4K

Assessment and Performance Opportunities Additional Resources Teacher Reflection

SpringBoard Online Writing Workshop 9: Response to

Literary or Expository Text

SpringBoard Online Writing Workshop 8: Persuasive

Writing

SpringBoard Portfolio: Unit Reflection skip

SpringBoard Online Unit Two Assessment

SpringBoard Grammar and Usage Handbook
SpringBoard Literature Circles: Independent Reading

Date:3/6 -EOY
SpringBoard Activities:
Pretest on 3/24

Content Focus
(Learning Objective)
Students will:

Focus Standard
TEKS / ELPS and Figure
19:

Accommodations and
Modifications:

3/6
Learning Focus: Understanding
Literary Analysis
3.1 Previewing the Unit
Duration: ½ class period

READ REST OF PERIOD

● analyze the skills and
knowledge necessary
for success in this unit

● activate prior
knowledge and
preview the unit’s
essential questions
and academic
vocabulary

● Preview new maker
project and PBL

TEKS
1D/5A

ELPS
4I

3/7 3.3 Selling the Novel
Duration: ¾ class period

● Analyze and discuss
Tangerine with peers

● Record text evidence
in journals

TEKS
1A/1D/5B/5F

ELPS
5D/5F/4I
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● Use levels of

questions to draw
connections,
predictions, and
inferences from the
text

3/8
3.4 Previewing the Novel
Duration: ¾ class period

● Analyze and discuss
Tangerine with peers

● Record text evidence
in journals

● Use levels of
questions to draw
connections,
predictions, and
inferences from the
text

TEKS
1A/1D/5B/5F

ELPS
5D/5F/4I

I

3/9 3.5 Getting into the Text: A Close
Reading of the Prologue
*Novel: Tangerine, by Edward Bloor
Duration: 1 class period

● Analyze an author’s
word choice to
determine tone and
voice

● Analyze text evidence
about choices and
consequences

TEKS
6C/9F

ELPS
4J/4A

Quiz #1

3/10 3.6 Beginning the Novel
Duration: ¾ class period

● Analyze an author’s
word choice to
determine tone and
voice

● Analyze text evidence
about choices and
consequences

TEKS
6C/9F

ELPS
4J/4A

3/21 3.7 Choices and Consequences One
Duration: 1 class period

● Analyze part one for
important events to
add to our literary
analysis paper.

TEKS
6C/7B/7D/9F

ELPS
3G/4J/4K/5D/5G/5E
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3/22 3.9 First Day of School Experiences

Duration: 1 class period
● Examine part one in

terms of imagery,
figurative language ,
symbolism, tone and
theme

TEKS
5F/7A/9D/9F

ELPS
5D/5F/4J/4K/4I

Quiz #2

3/23-24 3.10 Film Connections
*Film: Sandlot, directed by David
Mickey Evans
Duration: 2 class periods

● Examine part one in
terms of imagery,
figurative language ,
symbolism, tone and
theme

TEKS
5F/7A/9D/9F

ELPS
5D/5F/4J/4K/4I

3/27 3.11 Lightning Strikes
Duration: ¾ class period

● Compare and contrast
the family dynamics
of the Costello and
Fisher boys.

TEKS
10CD

ELPS
5D/5F/5E

Quiz #3

3/28 3.13 The Sinkhole
Duration: ¾ class period

● analyze character
● evaluate figurative

meaning of a motif

TEKS
6C/7A/7B/9D

ELPS
5E/5F/3E/2I/4J/4K

Quiz #4

3/29 3.15 Choices and Consequences Two
Duration: ½ class period

● Analyze part one for
important events to
add to our literary
analysis paper.

TEKS
6C/7B/7D/9F

ELPS
3G/4J/4K/5D/5G/5E

3/30-31 3.16 The Choices We Make
Duration: ½ class period

● Analyze part two for
important events to
add to our literary
analysis paper.

TEKS
6C/7B/7C/8A

ELPS
3G/4J/4K/5D/5G/5E
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3/30-31
3.17 Another New School
Duration: ½ class period

● Analyze part two for
important events to
add to our literary
analysis paper.

TEKS
6C/7B/7C/8A

ELPS
3G/4J/4K/5D/5G/5E

Quiz #5

3/31 3.18 Comparing Schools
Duration: ¾ class period

● Analyze part two for
important events to
add to our literary
analysis paper.

TEKS
6C/7B/7C/8A

ELPS
3G/4J/4K/5D/5G/5E

4/3 3.19 The New Team
Duration: ½ class period

● analyze character
● evaluate figurative

meaning of a motif

TEKS
6C/7A/7B/9D

ELPS
5E/5F/3E/2I/4J/4K

Quiz #6

4/4
3.20 Seeing and Understanding
Duration: 1 class period

● analyze character
● evaluate figurative

meaning of a motif

28

2I/3E

Quiz #7

4/5 3.21 It’s Just a Game
Duration: 1 class period

● analyze character
● evaluate figurative

meaning of a motif

TEKS
6C/7A/7B/9D

ELPS
5E/5F/3E/2I/4J/4K

4/6

3.22 Choices and Consequences
Three
Duration: ¾ class period

● Analyze part one for
important events to
add to our literary
analysis paper.

TEKS
6C/7B/7D/9F

ELPS
3G/4J/4K/5D/5G/5E

4/10 3.23 Novel Structure: Conflict and
Plot
Duration: ½ class period

● analyze the structure of
the novel

7D

4J/4K

Quiz #8
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● differentiate between

major and minor conflicts
and plots

● categorize conflicts
4/11 3.24 Saving the Grove

Duration: ½ class period
● analyze character
● evaluate figurative

meaning of a motif

28

2I/3E
4/12-13

*** Unit 3
assessment??

Poetry Escape room ● evaluate character
● determine meaning

from context and
multiple readings

● make connections
between a poem and
the novel

● analyze a significant
scene

TEKS
2B/5D/5E/6B/8B/9D

ELPS
4F/4J/4K/2I/3E

Quiz #9

4/14
3.27 Choices and Consequences Four
Duration: ½ class period

● Analyze part one for
important events to
add to our literary
analysis paper.

TEKS
6C/7B/7D/9F

ELPS
3G/4J/4K/5D/5G/5E

Quiz #10

4/17 3.28 Paul’s Report to the Police
Duration: ½ class period

● analyze the structure
of the novel

● differentiate between
major and minor
conflicts and plots

● categorize conflicts

7D

4J/4K

4/18
3.29 What Is a Brother?
Duration: ½ class period

● analyze the structure
of the novel

● differentiate between
major and minor
conflicts and plots

● categorize conflicts

7D

4J/4K
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Week 5
4/19-25

EOY sometime
this month

Embedded Assessment 1:
Writing an Analytical Essay
Duration: 2-3 class periods
May2-5

STAAR Prep 5/4-5/8

1=TRashketball
2=Ida wells
3=alien inference escape room
4=READING ESCAPE ROOM

Maker projects 3-4 class periods May
4/26-5/3

Sandlot 5/24-26

● write a literary
analysis essay that
analyzes the choices
made by characters in
the novel

● consider impact of
choices on the main
character

● provide textual
support

● take the essay
through all the stages
of the writing process

● Create aicon to
express thetheme of
the book

● https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=-9Vtimo
ANUo

● Create a PSA of their
essay topic (TAG only)
can do in groups of
four

● https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=rClJW9gnch
c

●
● https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=OT8lw1Rl-
WM&list=PLbmSiO2_oic
6VQsA3lp1gnJP6ndpfG
wGp

●
● https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=w6ylxWcwk
UM

●

TEKS
7B/10A-E/11B/6C

ELPS
4J/4K/5F/5G/5E/5C

Assessment and Performance Opportunities Additional Resources Teacher Reflection

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9VtimoANUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9VtimoANUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9VtimoANUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rClJW9gnchc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rClJW9gnchc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rClJW9gnchc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT8lw1Rl-WM&list=PLbmSiO2_oic6VQsA3lp1gnJP6ndpfGwGp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT8lw1Rl-WM&list=PLbmSiO2_oic6VQsA3lp1gnJP6ndpfGwGp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT8lw1Rl-WM&list=PLbmSiO2_oic6VQsA3lp1gnJP6ndpfGwGp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT8lw1Rl-WM&list=PLbmSiO2_oic6VQsA3lp1gnJP6ndpfGwGp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT8lw1Rl-WM&list=PLbmSiO2_oic6VQsA3lp1gnJP6ndpfGwGp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6ylxWcwkUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6ylxWcwkUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6ylxWcwkUM
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SpringBoard Online Writing Workshop 9: Response to
Literary and Expository Text
SpringBoard Online Writing Workshop 10: Research

SpringBoard Portfolio: Unit Reflection
SpringBoard Unit Three Assessment

SpringBoard Grammar and Usage Handbook
SpringBoard Literature Circles: Independent Reading


